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Abstract: The authors previously reported that same/different judgments
on pitch sequences were more accurate for tones with resolved (low-rank)
harmonics compared to unresolved (high-rank) harmonics, even when discriminability between tones was equated [Cousineau et al. (2009). J. Acoust.
Soc. Am. 126, 3179–3187]. Here, peripheral resolvability, defined by the
number of harmonics per cochlear filter, was contrasted with harmonic number. Tones were presented either diotically or dichotically. In the latter case,
even and odd harmonics were presented to different ears, thus halving the
number of harmonics per cochlear filter. Performance was better for dichotic
than for diotic presentations. This indicates that peripheral resolvability is
necessary and sufficient for efficient pitch-sequence processing.
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1. Introduction
Complex periodic sounds, such as notes from musical instruments or vowels in speech, can be
decomposed into a series of harmonics that are integer multiples of a common fundamental
frequency (F0). When all harmonics are present, the rank of the harmonic (2nd for 2F0, 3rd for
3F0, etc.) is indicative of the number of harmonics within a peripheral cochlear filter. This is
because the spacing between successive harmonics is constant and equal to F0, whereas the
frequency selectivity of the cochlea is approximately logarithmic. When a harmonic is processed independently within a filter, it is said to be peripherally “resolved.” Conversely, when
several harmonics interact within a filter, they are “unresolved” (Shackleton and Carlyon,
1994). Even though the precise criterion for resolvability remains a matter of controversy, it has
been repeatedly observed that F0 difference limens increase sharply around the 10th harmonic
(e.g., Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990, Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994; Krumbholz et al., 2000).
Recently, we have shown that same/different judgments on sequences of tones varying in F0
were also more accurate for peripherally resolved, low-rank harmonics than for peripherally
unresolved, high-rank harmonics (Cousineau et al., 2009). Importantly, the method used in
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these experiments controlled for the discriminability between tones, so that the observed “sequence processing” advantage for resolved harmonics cannot be attributed to their better F0
difference limens.
It is not clear yet whether the sequence processing advantage depends on peripheral
resolvability or harmonic number. Bernstein and Oxenham (2003) introduced a method to distinguish between the two. They used harmonic complexes with even and odd harmonics presented to opposite ears, effectively halving the number of harmonics per cochlear filter compared to diotic presentation. It should be noted here that pitch perception across the ears is
possible. Indeed, a mistuned harmonic of a complex to which it is presented contralaterally has
a mandatory effect on the overall perceived pitch (e.g., Gockel et al., 2005).
Bernstein and Oxenham (2003) asked listeners to make frequency comparisons between a pulsed harmonic within a complex and a pure tone probe presented before the complex.
Dichotic presentation improved performance, consistent with the improved peripheral resolution due to dichotic presentation. Bernstein and Oxenham (2003) then compared F0 difference limens for diotic and dichotic harmonic complexes. Surprisingly, dichotic presentation did
not improve F0 difference limens. The authors concluded that the mechanism of residue pitch
extraction was not able to benefit from peripheral resolvability of high-rank harmonics. Experimental details seem important to observe the effect. Using a slightly different technique (fixed
ear of presentation and harmonic numbers within a trial, see their Footnote 1 and our Discussion), Bernstein and Oxenham (2008) did observe a benefit of dichotic presentation for F0
difference limens.
Here, we tested sequence processing (Cousineau et al., 2009) using stimuli inspired by
Bernstein and Oxenham (2003, 2008). A diotic condition used unresolved harmonics (above the
10th), for which poor sequence processing is expected (Cousineau et al., 2009). A dichotic
condition presented even and odd harmonics to different ears, in order to re-establish peripheral
resolvability while leaving the harmonic ranks unchanged. A third condition used monaural
presentation of the even harmonics only. If peripheral resolvability is sufficient to support efficient sequence processing, the dichotic and monaural conditions should display better performance than the diotic condition. Alternatively, if harmonic rank is the relevant parameter, then
only the monaural condition should display good performance.
2. Methods
2.1 Stimuli
The sequence elements were bandpass-filtered harmonic complex tones with a F0 close to
125 Hz. The bandpass filter was held constant throughout the experiment. The edges of the filter
were rounded with a quarter cycle of a cosine function (Krumbholz et al., 2000) to avoid the
perception of edge tones (Kohlrausch et al., 1992). The cutoffs of the frequency band (−3 dB
points) were 1375 and 2375 Hz (Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994), so that harmonics 11–19 of a
125-Hz complex would fall within the flat portion of the filter. The lower and the upper spectral
ramps had widths of 0.2 and 1.0 kHz, respectively. The relative phase of the components was
random. In order to mask distortion products (Pressnitzer and Patterson, 2001), the tones were
mixed with pink noise (from 62.5 to 22050 Hz) in all conditions. For each stimulus, the overall
level of the noise was set at 6 dB below the overall level of the tone; then, the sound pressure
level (SPL) of the tone plus noise compound was set close to 65 dB. This yielded a signal-tonoise ratio of 9.0 dB for each harmonic relative to its surrounding third-octave band of noise.
Stimuli were 200-ms long (including 25-ms on and off raised-cosine ramps).
The harmonic complexes could be presented (1) diotically, with all harmonics presented to both ears (condition “Dio”), (2) dichotically, with even and odd harmonics presented
to opposite ears (condition “Dicho”), or (3) monaurally, with only even harmonics presented to
one ear (condition “Mono”). In the Dicho and Mono conditions, the frequency spacing of the
harmonics is doubled in each ear. The masking noise was identical in the two ears for the Dio
and Dicho conditions; it was monaural in the Mono condition.
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2.2 Procedure
Six listeners with no self-reported hearing disorder participated in the experiment (mean age
= 26.0, SD= 3.2, 3 female). Half of them received the even harmonics of the dichotic condition and
the monaural stimulation in the right ear throughout the experiment, and the other half in the left ear.
The procedure has been described in detail elsewhere (Cousineau et al., 2009, 2010).
Briefly, it comprised a preliminary adjustment phase designed to factor out tone discriminability, and a main testing phase. In the preliminary adjustment phase, listeners had to perform a
same/different task on two tones with variable differences in F0. The reference tone had an F0
of 125 Hz, while the other tone had an F0 of 125+ ⌬ Hz. For each condition (Dio, Dicho, or
Mono) and listener, we estimated the stimulus difference ⌬ yielding a d⬘ value of 2.
In the main testing phase, the previously determined values of ⌬ were used in binary
sequences of N = 1, 2, or 4 tones. On each trial, two sequences separated by a 400-ms silence
were presented. In the first sequence, each tone was, at random, either a reference stimulus, A,
with a 125-Hz F0, or another stimulus, B, differing positively from A by ⌬. The second sequence was equiprobably identical to the first sequence or different from it. In the latter case, a
single, randomly chosen tone was changed from A to B or vice versa. The listener had to make
a same/different judgment. For each listener, condition, and N value, four blocks of 50 trials
were run. The ordering of conditions and N values was randomized. No training was provided
apart from the series of adjustment blocks, which corresponds to sequences with N = 1.
Stimuli were generated on a personal computer and then played through an RME Fireface audio sound card and digital to analog converter, with 16-bit coding accuracy and 44.1 kHz
sampling rate. They were delivered by means of Sennheiser HD 250 Linear II headphones.
Listeners were seated in a double-walled sound insulated booth (IAC). Responses were given by
means of button presses. No feedback was provided.
3. Results
3.1 Adjustment step
⌬ was smallest in the Mono condition, with a mean value of 1.43% of F0 and a standard error
(SE) across subjects of 0.2%. The mean ⌬ values for conditions Dicho and Dio were respectively 2% (SE: 0.2%) and 20.5% (SE: 5.7%). A repeated-measures ANOVA on the logtransformed ⌬ values revealed a significant main effect of Condition [F共2 , 10兲 = 141.6,
P ⬍ 0.0001]. Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests were used to further evaluate the effect of Condition on ⌬ values (all displayed P values for t-tests are corrected). They revealed significant differences between the ⌬ values for Mono and Dio 共P = 0.0002兲, for Mono and Dicho 共P = 0.005兲, and
for Dio and Dicho 共P = 0.0002兲.
3.2 Sequence discrimination task
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the effect of N and condition on d⬘. For N = 1, d⬘ was relatively
similar in all three conditions. Slightly better d⬘ values on average were obtained for the Dio
condition, indicating that the adjustment phase had not been completely accurate. The pattern of
results as a function of N differed markedly between conditions. For condition Dio, performance steadily decreased with N. For conditions Dicho and Mono, performance did not decrease from N = 1 to N = 2 and decreased only modestly from N = 2 to N = 4.
A repeated-measures ANOVA 共N ⫻ Condition兲 revealed a significant main effect of N
[F共2 , 10兲 = 10.75, P = 0.003]. The main effect of Condition was not significant [F共2 , 10兲 = 0.08,
P = 0.92]. However, a significant interaction between the two experimental factors was found
[F共4 , 20兲 = 3.03, P = 0.04]. This confirms that the effect of N was not the same in all conditions.
We performed an additional analysis to summarize the data. Straight lines were fitted
to the individual data obtained for N = 1, 2 and 4, using a log-scale for N. The slope of the fitted
lines characterizes the effect of N on performance, irrespective of performance for N = 1. We
call this statistic the “d⬘ slope” (Cousineau et al., 2009, 2010). The right panel of Fig. 1 displays
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Fig. 1. Mean results of the main experiment. Left: Mean value of d⬘ as a function of N in the three experimental
conditions. Error bars are standard errors of the means. Right: Mean and standard error of the “d⬘ slope,” summarizing the decrease in performance from N = 1 to N = 4.

the mean d⬘ slopes for the three conditions. The mean slope found for Dio was the highest,
indicating poorer sequence processing. Mean slopes for Dicho and Mono were markedly
smaller.
A repeated-measures ANOVA of the d⬘ slopes revealed a significant main effect of
Condition [F共2 , 10兲 = 12.0, P ⬍ 0.002]. Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests showed that the d⬘
slope for Dio differed significantly from those for Dicho and Mono (P ⬍ 0.05 in both cases), but that
d⬘ slopes for Dicho and Mono did not differ significantly from each other 共P = 0.90兲. Figure 2 displays individual results for the d⬘ slope. As can be seen in the left panel, all but one listener displayed
a steeper slope for Dio than for Mono. In contrast, when Dicho and Mono are compared (right
panel), all but one listener sit on the diagonal. The latter finding demonstrates a remarkably similar
sequence processing ability for these two conditions when individual data are considered.
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Fig. 2. Individual results obtained in the main experiment. Left: Individual data for the d⬘ slope 共see text兲 in the
Mono and Dio conditions. Each diamond represents one listener. Right: Same, but for the Mono and Dicho conditions.
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4. Supplementary experiment
Since the adjustment phase aimed at equating discriminability between two tones in the different conditions, the resulting ⌬ values can be considered as F0 difference limens. In sharp contrast with Bernstein and Oxenham (2003), but in agreement with a later report by Bernstein and
Oxenham (2008), we observed a large improvement for ⌬ in dichotic presentation compared to
diotic presentation. However, our adjustment was not perfect, and there were methodological
differences between our study and those of Bernstein and Oxenham (2003, 2008). In this
supplementary experiment, F0 difference limens were measured for the three conditions of the
main experiment, in the same six subjects but with a procedure similar to Bernstein and Oxenham (2008): a three-alternative forced-choice procedure with a 2-down/1-up stepping rule, ear
of presentation and harmonic numbers being fixed within trials. Five threshold estimations were
obtained for each subject and condition; the mean of the last four was taken as the final estimation.
Performance was best in the Mono condition (mean: 0.8%, SE: 0.1%) and worst in the
Dio condition (mean: 17.7%, SE: 8.1%). Intermediate results were obtained for Dicho (mean:
1.4%, SE: 0.2%). An ANOVA on the log-transformed data revealed a significant main effect of
condition [F共2 , 10兲 = 28.5, P ⬍ 0.0001]. Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests revealed significant
differences between Dio and Dicho conditions 共P = 0.004兲, Dio and Mono conditions 共P = 0.002兲,
and between Dicho and Mono conditions 共P = 0.02兲. This confirms that with our stimuli and task,
dichotic presentation of the odd and even harmonics improves F0 difference limens.
5. Discussion
This study demonstrated that efficient processing of pitch sequences is achieved when the harmonics forming the tones are peripherally resolved, even for harmonics above the 10th. Peripheral resolvability was obtained by dichotic presentation of the harmonics, with even and odd
harmonics in different ears. This dichotic presentation markedly improved sequence processing, compared to a diotic presentation. In our Dicho condition, nonetheless, listeners could not
totally ignore the ear receiving the odd harmonics, as shown by the fact that F0 difference
limens were slightly but significantly poorer than in the Mono condition.
Previously, we argued that frequency-shift detectors (FSDs, Demany and Ramos,
2005) were the likely mechanism for efficient pitch-sequence processing (Cousineau et al.,
2009). If this is the case, one might infer from the present findings that the FSDs operate before
the binaural combination of information from the two ears, and can thus benefit from peripheral
resolvability before binaural convergence. Alternatively, it may be that the FSDs operate after
binaural convergence but that precise frequency information is not lost in the combination process. Demany and Ramos (2007) reported data that are consistent with the latter hypothesis.
They tested the capacity of listeners to identify the direction of a frequency change between:
(i) a pure tone informationally masked by a simultaneous chord; (ii) a probe tone following the
chord. Performance was barely poorer when (i) and (ii) were presented to contralateral ears than
when they were presented to the same ear. This shows that the FSDs must be located after
binaural convergence.
At first sight, our results conflict with the findings of Bernstein and Oxenham (2003),
who suggested that peripheral resolvability alone is not sufficient to guarantee accurate F0 discrimination. On the other hand, our results are consistent with an observation reported later by
Bernstein and Oxenham (2008, Experiment 1). It is worth considering the similarities and differences between the three studies. All studies used similar harmonic complex tones and procedures (cf. our Supplementary experiment). However, we used masking noise correlated between the ears whereas Bernstein and Oxenham (2003) used uncorrelated noise. Uncorrelated
noise might induce a binaural signal-detection advantage in the diotic condition that could explain part of the discrepancy. Perhaps more importantly, the stimuli differed in the way the
contribution of edge tones was minimized. Whereas we used rounded spectral edges, Bernstein
and Oxenham (2003) roved the lowest harmonic within each trial (for a nominal harmonic
number n, the 3 intervals of a trial randomly contained harmonics n − 1 to n + 10, n to n + 11, and
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n + 1 to n + 12). With the latter method, timbre differences between the stimuli are introduced, and
the frequency shifts of the lowest and highest harmonics are often not congruent with the F0
changes. Thus, listeners have to ignore timbre differences or frequency shifts of individual harmonics, and are forced to base their responses on F0 per se (Micheyl et al., in press). In contrast, our
listeners as well as those of Bernstein and Oxenham (2008, Experiment 1) could have performed the
F0 discrimination task on the basis of frequency shifts of individual harmonics, without necessarily
extracting an accurate estimate of overall F0. If this were the case, a parsimonious account of all
three studies would be that F0 pitch estimation depends on harmonic rank, but that FSDs can operate
on a representation of individual frequencies that is accurate even after binaural convergence, as long
as peripheral resolvability is ensured. The latter representation could be similar to the central spectrum proposed by Srulovicz and Goldstein (1983).
6. Conclusion
The present data show that accurate same/different judgments for pitch sequences are observed
for high-rank harmonics that are peripherally resolved because of dichotic presentation. This
finding, together with the data of Cousineau et al. (2009, 2010), show that peripheral resolvability is necessary and sufficient for accurate pitch sequence processing. Additionally, we suggest that the encoding of frequency shifts and the estimation of F0 pitch recruit relatively independent mechanisms, which are likely to be combined for efficient pitch sequence processing in
natural listening situations. For instance, these two mechanisms could respectively form the
basis of contour and interval perception in melodies. Further work is needed to test this hypothesis.
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